Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) are characterized by significant changes in the architecture of the aortic wall, notably, loss of functional elastin and smooth muscle. Because collagen is the principal remaining load-bearing constituent of the aneurysmal wall, its turnover must play a fundamental role in the natural history of the lesion. Nevertheless, detailed investigations of the effects of different aspects of collagen turnover on AAA development are lacking. A finite-element membrane model of the growth and remodelling of idealized AAAs was thus used to investigate parametrically four of the primary aspects of collagen turnover: rates of production, half-life, deposition stretch (prestretch) and material stiffness. The predicted rates of aneurysmal expansion and spatio-temporal changes in wall thickness, biaxial stresses and maximum collagen fibre stretch at the apex of the lesion depended strongly on all four factors, as did the predicted clinical endpoints (i.e. arrest, progressive expansion or rupture). Collagen turnover also affected the axial expansion, largely due to mechanical changes within the shoulder region of the lesion. We submit, therefore, that assessment of rupture risk could be improved by future experiments that delineate and quantify different aspects of patient-specific collagen turnover and that such understanding could lead to new targeted therapeutics.
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Introduction
As the field of computational medicine has continued to mature, myriad computational models have arisen to investigate complex processes in health and disease. Computational vascular mechanics continues to garner particular attention as evidence mounts that disease progression is often influenced strongly by the effects of the local mechanical environment on the resident cells [1, 2] . Yet, most biomechanical models have used classical mechanics, with conserved mass and unchanging material properties, despite living systems being dynamic and highly adaptable [3, 4] . While not minimizing the importance of 'snapshot' analyses at a particular instant, it is often the long-term (weeks to years) changes in geometry, properties and applied loads that are most relevant to a clinician. Thus, understanding and accurately modelling the mechanobiology that controls patient-specific growth and remodelling (G&R) of arteries over extended periods may be critical to improving interventional planning.
Clinically, important endpoints for abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) range from complete arrest of lesion expansion to catastrophic rupture, an event with a mortality of 74-90% [5] . Interventions via endovascular or open aortic repair have proved successful in preventing rupture; yet clinicians face the difficult decision of when or if to intervene, which generally involves weighing patient-specific rupture risk against surgical risk [6] . This dilemma is particularly acute, given that many patients with AAAs are of advanced age, with frequent comorbidities, and may represent a higher surgical risk. Indeed, for a slowly expanding aneurysm in an elderly patient, death may well result from other natural causes. Unfortunately, accurate assessment of rupture risk has proved difficult. General criteria such as maximum diameter (greater than or equal to 5.5 cm), expansion rate (greater than 1 cm per year) and/or symptoms (e.g. pain) continue to be used to plan intervention [7] despite findings by Fillinger et al. [8] that computational estimates of patient-specific wall stresses may better predict rupture risk than maximum diameter alone. Since this seminal finding, many classical finite-element estimations of wall stress have been reported [4, 9] , the clinical implications of which inherently depend upon the underlying assumptions. In most cases, wall thickness and material parameters have been assigned as uniform, population-averaged values, which may limit patient specificity. Indeed, by using a G&R model based on a stress-mediated production and removal of individual wall constituents, we recently showed that the material properties and wall thickness should be expected to evolve non-uniformly as synthetic cells within the AAA respond to the evolving non-uniform stress fields [10] .
Given that functional elastin and smooth muscle are almost completely lost during the development of an AAA [11] and the remnant collagen has very limited extensibility, collagen turnover must be a fundamental determinant of patient-specific outcomes. To investigate possible effects of different aspects of collagen turnover on AAA development, namely the rate of production, half-life, deposition stretch and stiffness of collagen fibres, we conducted finiteelement-based parametric studies of lesion G&R. To isolate the effects of changing the associated G&R parameters, we assumed that all lesions arose from a single non-aneurysmal aorta having realistic patient-specific properties, and we focused on idealized, axisymmetric geometries to minimize confounding effects that could arise from patient-specific geometries, fluid-solid interactions or intraluminal thrombus [12, 13] . Future studies can and should investigate each of these contributions, however, as we continue to move towards truly patient-specific, clinically informative computational models of AAA development and rupture risk.
Methods (a) Growth and remodelling framework
We used a previously described finite-element membrane model of AAAs, details of which are available elsewhere [10, 13, 14] . Briefly, classical linear momentum balance was enforced quasi-statically and in weak form using a virtual work approach. The continuous turnover of six structurally significant families of constituents (an isotropic elastin-dominated matrix, circumferentially oriented smooth muscle and four collagen-dominated families of fibres oriented circumferentially, axially and symmetric diagonally) was modelled using a rule-of-mixtures relation that describes the overall stored energy function of the wall, defined per unit reference area, at each radial and axial position and G&R time s according to w R (s) = w α R (s), where for each constituent family α,
M α R (0) are mass densities defined per unit reference area at time 0, Q α (s) ∈ [0, 1] represent the survival fraction of each constituent that was present at time 0 and remains at time s, m α R (τ ) are stress-dependent rates of mass production defined per reference area at time τ , q α (s, t) ∈ [0, 1] represent the survival fraction of each constituent that was produced at G&R time τ ∈ [0, s] and survives to time s, and ψ α (C α n(τ ) (s)) are stored energy functions defined per unit mass of constituent α that was produced at time τ and survives to time s. Note that material frame indifference requires ψ α (s) to depend on the deformation gradient
) of each constituent relative to its specific natural configuration κ α n (τ ) at time τ when it was produced and incorporated within the evolving matrix and F(s)F −1 (τ ) maps the in vivo configuration at the time of deposition τ to that at the current time s [14] . Note, too, that G&R time s = 0 indicates the non-aneurysmal aortic wall at its in vivo (assumed homeostatic) state before the aneurysm began to develop. Finally, while smooth muscle and collagen fibres turnover continuously during AAA development, structurally significant elastin is not produced during G&R; thus, m e R (τ ) = 0. Use of an overall membrane approach is supported by two observations: first, residual stresses in the non-aneurysmal aorta render the transmural stresses nearly uniform, which allows a twodimensional model to capture the stresses well in this stress-based G&R theory, and, second, the loss of medial elastin and smooth muscle during the development of an AAA renders the wall both nearly homogeneous (i.e. primarily a single layer of collagen; [15] ) and thin (approx. 0.2 cm) relative to the expanding radius (from approx. 1 to 4 cm).
(b) Production and removal of wall constituents
Constitutive equations for the turnover of the three primary tensile-bearing constituents-elastin, smooth muscle and collagen-are outlined in Wilson et al. [10] . Briefly, the AAA was initiated by a spatially evolving non-uniform survival function that yielded an axisymmetric loss of elastin, which in turn created an initial non-uniform dilatation of the previously non-aneurysmal aorta. The aneurysm enlarged further under the action of a constant luminal pressure at a fixed overall length owing to a continuous stress-mediated turnover of smooth muscle and collagen fibres in the evolving states as well as a mechanical (stretch-induced) damage to the remaining elastin and an associated loss of smooth muscle (via anoikis).
Specifically, collagen turnover was governed at each position (r,z) by its rates of synthesis (via the production function m k R (s)) and degradation (via the survival function q k (s, τ )), where 
is the mass density of collagen defined per unit reference area at time s, k c σ is a gaintype parameter for stress-mediated collagen production, σ k (s) is a convenient scalar metric of the Cauchy stress experienced by the oriented collagen families at each position (r,z) and G&R time s, σ c h is a homeostatic (target) value for collagen fibre stress calculated from prescribed and best-fit properties of an initial non-aneurysmal aorta, A c max is a prescribed maximum age for an individual collagen fibre (taken as 300 days herein, and needed because of the assumed normal first-order decay), and as noted earlier, k c q is the homeostatic rate parameter for collagen degradation that effectively captures its half-life. Under non-homeostatic conditions, the degradation parameter can be generalized to a function k k (τ ) that can capture losses arising from a basal time-dependent degradation, mechanical damage and/or heightened enzymatic degradation. For example, we let k k (τ ) = k c q when collagen fibre tension was at or above homeostatic, and 
q , only one additional parameter (the unloaded half-life of collagen) was needed to describe the increased degradation of underloaded collagen fibres [16] . We let t c,U 1/2 = 1 day because preliminary parametric studies suggested that this value yielded near-normal wall properties in the nonaneurysmal portions of the model following AAA development for a broad range of gain parameters for collagen mass production and homeostatic half-lives.
Finally, circumferentially oriented smooth muscle was assumed to undergo similar stressmediated mass production and time-dependent removal governed by separate gain parameters, k m σ and k m q , with the exception that loss of smooth muscle was assumed to be independent of tension but proportional to the loss of elastin, as supported by measurements of similar losses of elastin and smooth muscle within the aneurysmal wall [11] and the capability of active proteases such as elastase to induce smooth muscle cell anoikis [17] .
(c) Stored energy functions and membrane stress
Assuming an isotropic behaviour for elastin and an anisotropic, fibre-like behaviour for collagen and smooth muscle (with both passive and active components), we let stored energy functions per unit mass for each constituent be 
and ρΨ where C e n [11] , C e n [22] and C e n [12] are components of C e n(τ ) (s), λ m n(τ ) (s) is the stretch of the circumferentially oriented smooth muscle from its natural to its current configurations, and λ k n(τ ) (s) is the stretch of the kth fibre family of collagen, where
and M k n(τ ) is a unit vector describing the stress-free orientation of the kth collagen fibre family; orientations of the collagen fibres within the in vivo configuration at either the time of deposition τ or the current time s are calculated easily from the orientation in the stress-free (natural) configuration, which has proved useful constitutively. In addition, c e , c m 1 , c m 2 , c c 1 and c c 2 are intrinsic material parameters, ρ is the overall wall mass density, s is the maximum contractile stress, λ m act (τ , s) represents the active circumferential stretch for a given muscle tone at time s, defined by λ m act (τ , s) = λ 1 (τ )/λ 1 (s) and λ M and λ 0 represent the stretches at maximum and zero active force generation, respectively. Consistent with prior studies, we assumed that the reference configuration for active muscle evolved with overall adaptation (i.e. λ m act (τ , s) = 1 for each time s) and let ρ = 1050 kg m −3 , s = 54 kPa, λ M = 1.4 and λ 0 = 0.8.
The membrane stress (or, tension) in the aortic wall at each position (r, z) and G&R time s was calculated by
where F 2D (s) and C 2D (s) are the two-dimensional deformation gradient and right CauchyGreen tensors describing the motion from the reference homeostatic configuration to the in vivo configuration at G&R time s, e ϑ represents the unit vector in the circumferential direction, and the magnitude of the active component of tension was calculated by
Finally, the Cauchy stress was calculated in post-processing by dividing the membrane stress by the current wall thickness h(s), where
is the total wall mass density defined per unit reference area, and λ 1 (s) and λ 2 (s) are the circumferential and axial stretches from reference to current configurations, respectively. That is, incompressibility was not enforced in the solution for the series of equilibria; it was only used to compute the values of stress from the membrane tensions.
(d) Model initiation and parametric studies
The initial non-aneurysmal aorta was endowed with material properties reported by Wilson et al. [10] based on biaxial data for a 66 year old male reported by Vande Geest et al. [18] . Briefly, nonlinear regression with a weighted penalty method was used to determine subject-specific deposition stretches and material parameters for the stored energy functions, with constituent mass fractions and whole-wall thickness estimated to ensure a reasonable initial homeostatic state (table 1) . Although these best-fit values represent only one solution for this ill-posed problem, insights can still be gleaned about general effects of G&R on AAA development, such as the importance of key parameters describing collagen turnover. Parametric studies were then conducted to investigate effects of different values of parameters for collagen mass production, degradation, deposition stretch and stiffness on the development of the idealized AAAs. For each trial, a baseline set of 'non-aneurysmal' G&R parameters was assigned (table 1) ; the specific parameter(s) of interest was then set to a new 'aneurysmal' value at each axial position where the radius exceeded 10 per cent of its initial homeostatic value, while the other parameters remained unchanged. In this way, properties of the AAA were allowed, for the first time, to evolve independent of the unaffected portions of the aorta. To reduce the number of variables studied, we assumed that homeostatic tension was maintained in a newly deposited collagen fibre (where, in general, T = λ(∂Ψ/∂λ)) during the evolution of c c 2 , conceptually consistent with the idea that determinants of effective collagen stiffness such as cross-linking and increasing fibre diameters occur within the extant matrix after the deposition of new collagen subunits. Thus, the aneurysmal value of c c 1 was assigned as c 13) where b denotes the baseline value. Note that for subsequent calculations involving the stressmediated production and tension-dependent degradation of collagen, we assumed that the baseline homeostatic values of stress and tension used for normalization (equations (2.2) and (2.5)) remained unchanged, despite the alteration in G c h . Each AAA was allowed to progress to one of three possible endpoints: a maximum stress ('rupture'), a maximum diameter or a maximum duration. Given an estimated peak wall stress of ruptured AAAs of approximately 460 kPa by Fillinger et al. [8] , simulations were terminated when whole-wall circumferential or axial stress reached approximately 500 kPa. Alternatively, the simulation was terminated if the AAA reached approximately 10 cm in diameter, a value well beyond which surgical intervention would be performed, regardless of other information. If neither of these endpoints was achieved, the trial was terminated after 7500 simulated days (approx. 20 years), effectively representing the likelihood of death from other causes in an elderly patient.
Results
Material parameters for the initially non-aneurysmal aorta (table 1) yielded calculated values of collagen homeostatic stress, initial whole-wall circumferential stress and initial wall thickness of 102 kPa, 94 kPa and 1.42 mm, respectively, at a mean arterial pressure of 100 mmHg. The goodness of fit for the resulting stress-strain behaviour was adequate with R 2 = 0.95 [10] . Figure 1 shows representative results at s = 3500 days for a lesion defined by the following parameters for collagen turnover within the AAA: k c σ = 0.050, t c,H 1/2 = 70 days, G c h = 1.062 and c c 2 = 11. The top panel of this figure shows the evolved profile of the axisymmetric fusiform AAA having a diameter of approximately 5.5 cm, the value often used clinically to signal the need for surgical intervention. The middle and bottom panels show the associated spatial distribution of wall thickness and circumferential and axial Cauchy stresses, respectively, along with their original homeostatic values. In particular, note that the lesion was continuing to expand at 3500 days in this case, consistent with stresses that had not been restored towards homeostatic values. Because the maximum stresses often occurred near the position of the maximum diameter, which is also the region currently tracked clinically, we plot evolving values only at the maximum diameter (i.e. the apex of each simulated lesion) in the following five figures. 1/2 ) of collagen fibres of 65 days (solid), 70 days (dashed) and 75 days (dotted) while assuming no effect on the basal rate of collagen production.
Temporal variations in apical diameter, expansion rate (i.e. change in maximum diameter over time), wall thickness, whole-wall circumferential and axial stresses, and maximum stretch of a circumferentially oriented collagen fibre are shown in figures 2-6 for each parametric study. In general, increasing the gain parameter for collagen mass production (i.e. the robustness of stressmediated production of new collagen) decreased the expansion rate, reduced whole-wall stresses, and decreased the maximum circumferential stretch experienced by the collagen fibres (figure 2). Similar results were observed for increasing collagen half-life (figures 3 and 4), deposition stretch (figure 5) and material stiffness (figure 6). Independently varying these collagen parameters also revealed that a spectrum of simulated clinical endpoints (e.g. arrest, progressive enlargement or rupture) could be achieved from the same non-aneurysmal aorta following an initial insult consisting of a focal loss of elastin and associated smooth muscle. Interestingly, as evidenced in figure 1 , the axial stress in the non-aneurysmal portion often dropped well below homeostatic as the lesion progressed, likely reflecting an attempt to lengthen the aorta or lesion owing to G&R and an associated unloading of structural constituents in the axial direction. Figure 7a compares the evolving radial dilatation and axial expansion of two representative lesions, one that continued to enlarge (k c σ = 0.050 in figure 2 ) and one that tended to arrest its radial expansion as a result of a more robust collagen production (k c σ = 0.100 in figure 2 ). Of note, the axial stress in the evolving shoulder region (defined as the most proximal or distal axial position with at least a 10% increase in radius over baseline) of the lesion that continued to rapidly expand did not reach a steady-state value, but instead was tending towards zero (figure 7b). 
Discussion
The majority of functional elastin and smooth muscle are lost during AAA development [11] ; hence, one would expect collagen turnover to play a fundamental role in aneurysmal expansion and rupture risk. To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the first parametric study of developing AAAs that delineates four of the primary aspects of collagen turnover (i.e. production and removal rates, deposition mechanics and stiffness) and the first to consider separate parameter values for G&R of the non-aneurysmal and aneurysmal portions of the wall in a single subject, which allowed transition from normal to pathologic properties.
It has long been known that vascular smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts increase their synthesis of collagen in response to increased mechanical loading [19] . The gain parameter controlling stress-mediated production of collagen (k c σ ) models the synthetic sensitivity of intramural cells to deviations in local stress from a postulated homeostatic target. Consistent with previous work on intracranial aneurysms [13] , increasing k c σ reduced both the expansion rate and whole-wall stress; indeed, increases could arrest the expansion altogether ( figure 2 ; k c σ = 0.100). Notably, Kurvers [20] reported that 12 per cent of patients with AAAs demonstrated no expansion (defined as less than 3 mm per year) over an 18-57 month follow-up, confirming the potential for extended periods of arrested expansion. Interestingly, however, all three AAA endpoints (maximum duration for k c σ ≥ 0.075, maximum diameter for k c σ = 0.050, and maximum 'rupture' stress for k c σ = 0.025) could be achieved from a common non-aneurysmal aorta simply by varying k c σ , thus suggesting that the robustness of new collagen production may be a key determinant of AAA endpoint and thus patient-specific prognoses. Indeed, recent findings based on the inhibition of miR-29, a microRNA affecting collagen production, similarly revealed that increased collagen production can arrest lesion expansion in two common mouse models of AAA [21] . Studies promoting overexpression of active TGF-β1, a profibrotic cytokine with multiple effects, were also associated with attenuated lesion expansion within experimental AAAs in rats [22] . Therapies directed towards controlling collagen synthesis clearly merit increased attention.
Focusing on the two extreme cases, the k c σ = 0.025 trial quickly progressed to the 'rupture' stress because the lower rate of collagen production could not compensate for the rapid thinning of the wall as the lesion enlarged. Whereas whole-wall circumferential stress is predictably proportional to radius and inversely related to wall thickness (cf. figure 1) , evolving thickness is a complex function of mass density and evolving deformations (equation (2.12) ). This interdependency of mass, thickness, geometry and stress can render predictions difficult without computational simulations, even for simplified geometries. For the k c σ = 0.100 trial, the robust rate of production allowed the diameter and thickness to stabilize at approximately 4 cm and 2.1 mm (50% greater than the non-aneurysmal thickness), respectively. In addition, both circumferential and axial stresses declined to near-homeostatic levels, and the maximum fibre stretch regained its homeostatic value as new collagen fibres incorporated at the homeostatic value eventually replaced all old fibres while the lesion ceased to expand. Future experimental studies focused on identifying production rates and associated mechano-and chemo-control mechanisms in a patient-specific manner would be extremely beneficial in refining G&R predictions. Potential examples include estimating the range of biologically relevant values of k c σ , determining the unique capacities and distributions of the primary intramural cells (e.g. smooth muscle cells versus fibroblasts or myofibroblasts) that produce collagen I and III within lesions from patients of particular genetic backgrounds, and identifying and modelling key biomolecules (e.g. angiotensin-II, transforming growth factor-β, nitric oxide) that influence intracellular signalling pathways that regulate collagen transcription, translation and secretion.
Another key parameter during any vascular remodelling process is collagen fibre half-life. Indeed, even during tissue maintenance, healthy arteries balance deposition with degradation to maintain structural integrity [23, 24] . This key feature of living tissue distinguishes biomechanics from traditional mechanics and highlights the need to understand the mechanobiology when modelling evolving structure and function over significant periods (weeks to years). According to a fundamental hypothesis of G&R that intramural cells attempt to establish, maintain or restore a local mechanical homeostasis [25] , new collagen fibres are assumed to be deposited at a homeostatic stress/stretch as old fibres with potentially non-homeostatic loading are degraded. Within AAAs, enzymatic degradation of collagen appears to be influenced strongly by increased [26, 27] . Indeed, MMP activity may be upregulated by increasing mechanical stress on remnant cells [28] [29] [30] , not just via the infiltration of inflammatory cells from the adventitial surface or intraluminal thrombus [31] . While future studies are needed to quantify the increase of MMPs as a function of stress, inflammation and thrombotic burden, and to develop appropriate constitutive relations that correlate these levels to the half-life of collagen, it is expected nonetheless that increased MMP activity will tend to decrease the half-life of collagen. Figure 3 demonstrates effects of collagen half-life while assuming that the change in halflife does not affect the basal rate of collagen production that ensured tissue maintenance in the absence of an initial insult (equation (2.4) ). Given this assumption, AAA expansion, whole-wall stress and clinical endpoint were extremely sensitive to changes in half-life. In fact, only a 5 day decrease in the baseline half-life to 65 days led to the 'rupture' stress being reached at a diameter of approximately 4 cm. By contrast, a 5 day increase rapidly arrested the expansion and restored a near-normal radius, wall thickness and stress. Although there are no definitive studies on the half-life of collagen within AAAs, earlier studies on hypertensive rats estimated that the halflife of aortic collagen could decrease from approximately 70 to 17 days [32] , suggesting that an evolving aortic wall should permit a half-life lower than 65 days. Towards this end, note that MMP activity may not only increase the degradation rate of collagen, it may also increase its rate of production [33] , either directly or through mediators such as collagen degradation products or activated growth factors. Conceptually, such a mechanism would be beneficial during G&R because new collagen could be synthesized, oriented and incorporated advantageously while removing the older collagen. Thus, we conducted a second parametric study for half-life (figure 4) in which the basal rate of collagen production compensated the new half-life (according to equation (2.4) ), so that tissue maintenance could be restored if stresses achieved homeostatic values. With this assumption, the AAA reached the maximum diameter without rupture for a half-life of 17 days. Interestingly, the final wall stress for each trial decreased slightly as the halflife decreased, likely due to the compensatory increased 'basal' rate of production as evidenced by the more rapidly rising wall thickness. This importance of collagen half-life, controlled by MMP activity, was expected based on the efficacy of MMP inhibitors in attenuating AAA expansion in animal studies, as, for example, in doxycycline treatment [34, 35] . Thus, the simulations again supported a potential clinical therapy. Taken together, these two parametric studies for half-life may bound the extremes to which the basal production rate of collagen may actually evolve with changing collagen half-life, which highlights the need for future experimental studies to quantify this relationship.
Finally, we note that the 17 day half-life produced a maximum circumferential collagen stretch of 1.36 (figure 4)-a value likely beyond the capacity of a collagen fibre to withstand without failing. Thus, two additional simulations for this trial imposed a maximum strain energy per unit volume of collagen of either 402 or 220 kPa on the basis of postulated failure values of aneurysmal tissue [36] . With this constraint, excessively loaded collagen fibres were removed individually, despite the whole-wall stress remaining below the rupture threshold. As expected, this additional loss of load-bearing collagen increased the expansion rate and circumferential stress, suggesting an increased rupture risk, while limiting the maximum fibre stretch to approximately 1.22 and 1.20, respectively (figure 8). Note, however, that only the most rapidly expanding lesions achieved this level of stretch, suggesting that the ability of collagen to turnover during remodelling may protect fibres from mechanical failure, which is very different from the susceptibility of elastic fibres to mechanical damage owing to their lack of turnover.
A third key determinant of collagen mechanics within the arterial wall is the deposition stretch (G c h ) at which new fibres are incorporated within extant matrix. Indeed, because the stored energy function used in this model is of exponential form (equation (2.7) ), the energy stored in a given collagen fibre (and thus its ability to constrain aneurysmal expansion) should be sensitive to small changes in strain at higher levels. That is, the capability of an intramural cell to adjust the preload of G c h = 1.062 leading to the maximum diameter cut-off, a reduced value of 1.055 leading to the 'rupture' stress at a diameter of approximately 6 cm, and increased values of 1.068 or 1.070 leading to arrested aneurysmal growth. Interestingly, G c h = 1.070 failed to reach the clinical criteria for an AAA (increased diameter of at least 50% over baseline), while G c h = 1.068 achieved a maximum diameter of approximately 4 cm, similar to the k c σ = 0.100 trial in figure 2 . Note, however, that increasing G c h led to a significantly lower wall thickness (1.4 mm) than increasing k c σ (2.1 mm), likely because increasing the deposition stretch did not directly augment mass production; rather the collagen was deposited at a higher initial strain energy. This finding suggests that mechanisms besides increased mass production (and wall thickness) could enable the aortic wall to adapt to and arrest AAA progression.
A second difference between the parametric studies involving G c h and k c σ is that arresting expansion via increases in G c h tended to be followed by slight aneurysmal regression, that is, a reduction in AAA diameter. Such regression has occasionally been observed clinically [37, 38] . Our simulations suggest that increasing the deposition stretch causes new collagen fibres to be deposited at supra-homeostatic levels of stress; thus, even after arresting further expansion, the collagen has not re-established homeostatic stress and still elicits stress-mediated mass turnover. In addition, newly deposited collagen fibres at higher stress could undergo greater unloading as the aneurysm regresses before fibre degradation is increased at sub-homeostatic tensions (equation (2.5)), which would inhibit further regression. Notably, these simulated effects of both decreased and increased deposition stretch are consistent with similar simulations obtained using a different G&R approach [39] .
The existence of a deposition stretch is both intuitive and confirmed by simulations; arteries cannot even maintain homeostatic conditions in normalcy if G α h = 1 [40] . Although it is not yet clear how cells regulate the deposition stretch, it would seem that actinomyosin activity would be needed, as migration or generation of 'tractional forces' can contribute to matrix remodelling [41] . Note, therefore, that actin (ACTA2) and myosin (MYH11) mutations have been reported in patients with thoracic aortic aneurysms [42, 43] . There is clearly a need for more attention to the role of smooth muscle and fibroblast contractility, including phenotypic modulation and genetic constraints, and its effects on deposition stretch and overall matrix remodelling.
The best available biaxial data on human non-aneurysmal controls [18] and AAAs [44] demonstrate that the wall stiffens significantly during aneurysmal development. While changes in absolute amounts or mass fractions of wall constituents contribute to whole-wall stiffness, the mechanical behaviour of individual collagen I and III fibres may also change depending on diverse post-translational modifications, including alterations in fibrillogenesis via association with various accessory proteins (e.g. collagen V) and proteoglycans (e.g. biglycan), cross-linking (e.g. enzymatically via lysyl oxidase or non-enzymatically via glycation) and higher-ordered fibre interactions. For example, Lindeman [45] showed that collagen fibre diameters, cross-linking and network interactions change during AAA formation, whereas Tamarina et al. [46] reported a significant decrease in biglycan expression. Unfortunately, the complex multi-scale construction of functional collagen fibres has yet to be quantified adequately; hence, the present parametric study focused on phenomenological metrics. As noted in §2, we explored the sensitivity of AAA progression on the stiffness of collagen by varying c c 2 (while calculating c c 1 to preserve the homeostatic deposition tension) because preliminary studies (not shown) revealed that higher values of c c 2 better simulated the stiffer equibiaxial data for AAAs, consistent with findings by Ferruzzi et al. [47] . Figure 6 shows that increasing the baseline non-aneurysmal value of c c 2 = 11 to either c c 2 = 25 or 50 significantly decreased the expansion rate and allowed the AAA to reach the maximum duration of 7500 days without reaching either the maximum diameter or wall stress cut-offs. While c c 2 = 50 did not arrest the progression within the prescribed time limit, both the expansion rate and the circumferential stress were decreasing as the diameter approached 4 cm. Conversely, decreasing c c 2 to 5 increased the expansion rate and allowed a maximum circumferential stress (460 kPa) near the 'rupture' stress at a diameter of 10 cm. Future material testing of AAAs should seek to correlate overall changes in anisotropy and stiffness with mass fractions as well as collagen fibre diameter, undulation, orientation and cross-linking. Indeed, evidence suggests that diabetes tends to reduce the occurrence, expansion rate and rupture risk of AAAs [48, 49] , possibly through increased non-enzymatic cross-linking of collagen and/or other effects of hyperglycaemia, while overexpression of the cross-linking enzyme lysyl oxidase has been shown to protect mice from AAA development [50] .
Finally, as revealed by the simulations in figure 7 , although the primary clinical metrics continue to focus on maximum diameter and related expansion rates, collagen turnover can affect axial expansion as well. Such expansion could contribute to tortuosity, which is seen clinically in many cases and may be an additional important metric for predicting rupture risk [51] that is easily determined via imaging. Indeed, figures 1 and 7 suggest that the development of tortuosity may be influenced by the axial stress dropping well below homeostatic levels in the non-aneurysmal portion of the aorta and the shoulder of the lesion in the presence of constraints near the renal or iliac arteries. In vivo, of course, perivascular and other effects could also affect the development of tortuosity relative to that of an idealized model as studied herein. Interestingly, stresses in the shoulder region have also shown potential for estimating rupture risk [52] . Just as in the case of G&R of arteries in response to altered hemodynamic loading (cf. [53] ), the present results suggest a need for more attention to the axial mechanics of AAAs.
Having identified multiple collagen-related G&R parameters that likely vary from patient to patient and may uniquely influence the natural history of an AAA, we submit the following opportunities for future work. First, spatio-temporal distributions of the biomolecules (e.g. MMPs, angiotensin-II, nitric oxide, transforming growth factor-β and plasmin), cell types (e.g. smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, myofibroblasts and macrophages) and cell-matrix interactions (e.g. integrin and stress fibre expression) that control the different aspects of collagen turnover must be identified and quantified, including relevant rates of production, proliferation, diffusion, binding or consumption. Second, these quantities should be correlated via novel constitutive relations with measurable patient-specific factors such as patient history (e.g. age, sex, comorbidities, smoking history), genetics, vascular geometry, intraluminal thrombus burden, inflammation, shear stress on the endothelial layer (and whether it is intact) and intramural wall stress. Ultimately, safe non-invasive methods of ascertaining such patientspecific factors must be developed to improve the clinical utility of computational, patient-specific interventional planning.
Conclusions
In summary, we used a previously described axisymmetric membrane model of an initially nonaneurysmal aorta endowed with realistic human material properties to investigate effects of alterations in four of the primary G&R parameters for collagen turnover during the development of AAAs. The results are consistent with the expectation that evolving properties of collagen play fundamental roles in the natural history of AAAs as demonstrated by the associated spatio-temporal changes in radial dilatation, axial expansion, wall thickness, whole-wall stress, maximum individual fibre stretch and AAA endpoint. Specifically, differences in the rate of production, half-life, deposition stretch and material stiffness of collagen were able to simulate the spectrum of potential clinical endpoints, ranging from complete arrest of expansion to probable rupture. Interestingly, studies involving the half-life of collagen suggested that even small decreases in half-life from homeostatic could lead to expansion and rupture if in the absence of a compensatory mechanism to increase collagen production. We also showed how the G&R approach allows anisotropic damage criteria to be included easily for overly stressed collagen fibres, which may affect AAA expansion independent of a traditionally defined whole-wall rupture stress.
Notably, our results suggested that expansion could be arrested not only via general increases in stress-mediated mass production (and thus thickness), but also by local increases in deposition stretch or material stiffness. Increasing the deposition stretch also revealed a potential for aneurysmal regression following stabilization of diameter; however, whether cells are actually able to increase the deposition stretch (i.e. prestress) significantly remains unknown. Finally, the overall results suggest complex interrelationships between evolving regional stresses and the evolving mass, thickness and expansion, thus highlighting the importance of modelling the inherently dynamic and heterogeneous nature of AAA progression.
In closing, we emphasize the importance of understanding appropriate roles of computational G&R models in both current and future studies of AAAs (as well as other vascular pathologies in general). While the ultimate goal remains to improve patient outcomes by providing reliable patient-specific predictions of rupture risk and eventually predictions of safety and efficacy of surgical or pharmacological therapies, much work remains to understand the complex biochemomechanics that governs both normal and pathological G&R. Notwithstanding (and to an extent because of) present limitations in scientific and clinical knowledge, current computational G&R models can provide increasing insight into the G&R process, identify key parameters of interest, generate and test competing hypotheses, and most importantly guide future experimental investigations. Indeed, we have highlighted a number of specific aspects of collagen turnover for which opportunities exist for new experiments to yield important insights that have the potential to increase our understanding of aneurysmal pathology, to identify mechanisms for future therapeutic interventions, and to inform the next generation of improved G&R models that will bring us another step closer to assessing patient-specific rupture risk quantitatively.
